We find most people do
plenty of research when
it's time to remodel their
home exterior. They start
asking their neighbors and
friends where they have
had good or bad
experiences. Checking the
internet adds plenty of information–specs, performance ratings,
profiles, thicknesses and colors. It's a great place to compare
apples to apples. Most people will talk with a contractor friend
and then go to their local building material dealer for their
recommendation, and that will bring you to ABTCO.
Contractors and homeowners alike have depended on the low
maintenance sidings from ABTCO for the best product designs
and engineering that will give them a professional installation
every time. Whether you do it yourself, or have a contractor
do it for you, your home is going to go through an amazing
transformation and you're going to love it.
There is a siding for every
taste and budget. And
there's a complete
system to cover your entire
home in low-maintenance
vinyl. Around doors and
windows. Soffit designed

Market Trends

to fit all your overhangs
and porches as well as the

Designers and industry experts predict that the most popular
color trends for home exteriors are dark, bold colors.

fascia and accessories to
complete the job. With ABTCO, you can enter into the job
with confidence knowing that everything you need will be

Intense heat from the sun’s rays can take a toll on the exterior of
your home. This can cause panels to distort and fade. Darker colors
present an even bigger challenge because they absorb more of the
sun’s damaging rays. ABTCO’s research and development team
aggressively tested dark colored vinyl siding in laboratories and field
tests, in order to combat these issues.
Being at the forefront of the industry, ABTCO is pleased to introduce
SpectraShield™ Technology to enhance overall product
performance. The results prove that its unique properties and
heat resistance capabilities are ideal for these new color trends.

there–from installation instructions and tips to all the special
trim pieces and accessories.

Gauge

This is the thickness of the panel. The higher
the gauge (or panel thickness), generally the
better the panel. Thicker panels offer greater
impact and weather resistance. Thicker panels
also are more rigid so they will hang straighter
and flatter against the wall for a more attractive
finished installation. Thickness also adds cost,
so balance out the performance characteristics
you desire with your budget.

Grain

Vinyl siding is molded with
different woodgrains to
offer different exterior looks.
We've designed the panels of
ABTCO vinyl siding to have
interesting woodgrains with
enough subtle variations to
allow for most every style and
taste.

Style, Performance and Value

When selecting the right siding for your home,
you will want to take into consideration
the architectural styling of your home,
environmental conditions such as wind and hail
that your siding will need to endure, and your
budget. ABTCO sidings come in most every
price level, and even our most budget-conscious
vinyl siding still stands up to harsh winters and
tough summer sun.

The Vinyl Siding that Stands Out
Among the Rest as the Best.
• The time honored tradition of 6" lap siding in
ultra durable vinyl.
• Classic beauty, long lasting elegance.
• Subtle realistic woodgrain molded from real
cedar planks.
• Available in rich saturated craftsman tones
and perfectly matched trims.
• Premium strength and impact
resistance.
• Limited lifetime warranty on substrate and
finish, plus 25 years fade resistance warranty.

The exterior of your home is an expression of your style but equally
as important is that the beauty lasts. ABTCO offers the ultimate in
style and science in the Richmond Ultra™ Collection. Richmond
Ultra™ is designed to always look incredible and deliver protection
and comfort year after year.
Richmond Ultra™ brings together quality insulation and vinyl
siding using our patent-pending mechanical fastening system, a
revolutionary system allowing the vinyl and foam to function
independently to expand and contract freely as outside
temperatures change. The system design maintains the structural
integrity and resists warping and bowing, keeping your siding
smooth and straight for years. Richmond Ultra™, unparalleled
Beauty, Protection, Durability and Ease.

DOUBLE 6

White

Sandstone

Clay

Classic Linen

Khaki

Heritage Gray

Pecan

Sage

Evergreen

Spice

Brick

Umber

Slate Blue

Charcoal

Cobalt

Manufactured with

Double-thick CycloneSystem™ nail hem
for extra rigidity and
wind resistance.

Extra thick paneling and insulation
keeps air and insects out and its superior
insulation keeps your home warm in the
winter and cool in the summer.

Premium 0.050"
thickness for
exceptional impact
resistance.

Mechanical fastening system
allows for a more resilient insulated
siding that protects your home from
extreme weather conditions.

Full 3/4" profile
provides dramatic
shadow lines.

Self-aligning locking system is
designed to snap together for extra
fastening strength.

Chromalock™
vinyl technology
locks-in color.

Premium 0.050"
thickness and double sized insulated
panels reduce noise by up to 30%.

White

Tan

Sandstone

Clay

Cobblestone

Khaki

Classic Linen

Heritage Gray

Using the latest in
color preservation
technology,
Colorguard™ Plus
siding adds a whole

Manufactured with

range of colors to your spectrum
Cobalt

of choices. Colorguard vinyl siding
is finished with a shell that preserves its
deep, rich color even after years of
punishment from the sun. We call the
process ColorFast™. But with an industry
leading warranty to back it up, you can call it
whatever you want.

•	Molded from real cedar planks, Colorguard siding
has a low-gloss finish for the classic look of freshly
painted wood.
•	Colorguard premium siding is .046" thick, which
means outstanding impact-resistance.
•	Our unique LineLock™ self-aligning locking system
means a quick, easy, secure installation.
•	Colorguard siding's 3/4" profile height and
double-thick nail hem offers excellent impact
resilience and wind resistance.
•	Our VaporVent™ weep hole system helps prevent
water molecules from becoming trapped behind the
siding in cold humid conditions.
•	Compatible accessories are available to help you
finish the job right.

Evergreen

Brick

Nordic Blue

Northern Star® vinyl siding has always
been a top performer–with a premium
thickness of .046", a double nailing hem
for excellent impact resilience and wind
resistance, and LineLock™ interlocking
system for a smooth, professional
installation every time. Now, we've
engineered in a premium, patented,
contoured foam support and insulation
system precisely configured to fit the
profile of the siding panel. It provides
durability and outstanding energy
efficiency, and eliminates the
void behind conventional
hollow siding.

The deep woodgrain.
The extra attention
to every detail.
You can tell from a
distance that this is a
top-of-the-line siding.
Give your house the richness it
deserves with Harbor Ridge.
When you want the look of real wood
and the resiliency of premium vinyl siding,
consider Harbor Ridge™. Calibrated
to a full .044" thickness, Harbor Ridge
vinyl siding's excellent impact and wind
resistance complements the textured
woodgrain for a unique blend of highperformance and artistic beauty. Available
in two profiles and a range of colors,
Harbor Ridge vinyl siding provides a
beautiful and durable alternative to wood.

Why Harbor Ridge™ Plus Siding?
• Using ColorFast™ Technology, non-reactive acrylic is

fused to our premium vinyl compounds, providing fade
resistant protection we warrant for 25 years.

• Our unique Insta-Lock™ panel locking system means

a quick, easy, secure installation.

• Harbor Ridge siding’s deep lap profile provides

enhanced beauty and increased installation rigidity.

• Our VaporVent™ weep hole system helps prevent water

molecules from becoming trapped behind the siding in
cold or humid conditions.

• Compatible accessories are available to help you finish

the job right.

• Harbor Ridge siding is calibrated to .044" thickness and

offers excellent impact resilience and wind resistance.

• Deeply textured wood grain and rich satin finish

provide the classic glow of freshly painted wood.

Harbor Ridge and Harbor Ridge Plus are available in two
versatile profiles to give you more options.
Double 4"
Textured woodgrain
appearance

Make your whole house low-maintenance!

.044" thickness

We want to completely take the drudgery out of home maintenance. We've designed all the necessary components to cover your
entire home in low-maintenance vinyl.

LineLock™
panel locking system

There are vinyl soffits that come in many designs and widths, with special venting perforations that help the necessary exchange of air and moisture.
We've engineered special window and door trims that do a great job of protecting your house and looking just like wood trim at the same time. Most of
these accessories and trims come in a broad variety of colors to match your siding exactly, or provide a nice architectural statement in a contrasting
shade. Ask your ABTCO dealer/supplier for information on all your options.

1/2" lap profile

Double 4" Dutchlap

Vapor Vent™
weep hole system
UV inhibitors

Manufactured with

Harbor Ridge Colors

Harbor Ridge Plus Colors

White

Prairie Wheat

Antique Ivory

Almond

Tan

Sand

Sandstone

Cobblestone

Clay

Khaki

Spice

Cabot Red

Cabot Brown

Classic Linen

Heritage Gray

Gray

Slate Blue

Slate

Cabot Blue

Castlemore

Manor

Printed colors may vary from actual siding color.
Please make a final color selection from siding samples.

Cabot Ivy

Majestic
You are living life in
vivid color, embracing
all that it has to offer
and you want the world
to know it.
The Majestic Collection, with its bright
vibrant colors, is the perfect match. Show
the neighborhood your personality, fearless
and loving every moment.
Be Bold, Be Majestic
The Majestic Collection, featuring our
Spectrashield™ Technology, combines the perfect choice
of bright, vivid colors and a unique woodgrain, creating
a breathtaking effect. This stunning, vibrant color
palette was carefully selected by our design team
alongside architects; these bold colors will be
trending throughout the years. The pop of
color offered by our Majestic Collection will
surely grab attention! Illuminate your home with
extraordinary color!

Majestic is available in
D4 and D4D

Textured woodgrain
appearance
.046" thickness
Golden Honey

Autumn Harvest

Rich vibrant
colors
Exclusive
ChromaLock
formulation

Boulder Gray

Urban Blue
Manufactured with

Java Brown

Tundra

Rolled / reinforced
nail hem
Realistic weathered
pine texture
.042 " thickness
LineLock™ panel
locking system
1/2" lap profile
Vapor Vent™ weep hole
system
UV inhibiters

Northern Star Board and
Batten with a virtual
cedar wood grain is realtime low maintenance.
Enjoy the look of wood, without the worry. That
wood siding you long for may be beautiful when it is
new or freshly painted, but its beauty is short-lived.
Northern Star Board and Batten looks like you spent
the money for an expensive wood siding installation,
and instead of scrapers and paintbrushes, you’ll be
using a garden hose from time to time to maintain
its appearance. It’s amazing peace of mind, backed
by a lifetime limited warranty. Check our website for
details and a copy of the warranty.

KP’s Ultra-Vinyl UV
technology compounds
combat the harsh rays of
the sun.
Low-gloss, rough cedar
texture for a look of real
wood.
Thickness of .046" for
outstanding impact
resistance and strength.
Full ½" profile for
dramatic shadow lines.
Full 7" exposure with 5
½" face and 1 ½" batten.

Using ColorFast™ Technology, non-reactive acrylic is fused
to our premium vinyl compounds, providing fade resistant
protection we warrant for 25 years.

Premium Colors

Northern Star Board &
Batten vinyl siding’s selfaligning locking system is
designed to snap together
with a positive connection,
while allowing for
flexibility in panel position
during installation.

White

Sandstone

Cobblestone

Khaki

Classic Linen

Heritage Gray

Slate

Slate Blue

Prairie Wheat

Clay

Sage

Plus — ColorFast™ Fade Resistant Technology

Cabot Red

Cabot Brown

Cabot Blue

Castlemore
Manufactured with

Manor
Printed colors may vary from actual siding color. Please make a final color selection from siding samples.

• U
 nbeatable performance under the
harshest weather conditions.

Complete the look.

• Wind-load resistance of 220 mph.

Hand stained cedar
beauty – that lasts.
The look of split cedar
siding shingles without
the maintenance.
Perfection Siding Shingles will not
crack, rot or warp. The simple lines,
historic style and natural beauty all

The look of Perfection
Shingles isn’t fully
complete without
Perfection Corners.

• .090” thickness for added strength
and rigidity.
• V
 ariable width keyways designed
to expand and contract without
opening or buckling.

Perfection Corners
are available in a length
of 28”.

• M
 atching corner posts to
complement any look.

SINGLE 7" — 6' PANEL

• A
 dvanced color-through process
provides superior fade resistance.
• B
 acked by a Limited
Lifetime Warranty.

DOUBLE 7" — 4' PANEL

enhance the exterior of your home. With
minimal maintenance, this siding will
provide years of beauty and elegance to
your home’s exterior.

Unique temperature lines
molded directly on the panel
ensuring fast and accurate
installation.
Special structural ribs for
added stability and extra protection against warping and
distortion.
Easy Lock system enables
installation under a window or
at the end of a wall
without tilting the panel.
Perimeter locks create a seamless look and hold the panels
securely together.

White

Tan

Sandstone

Cobblestone Wicker

Khaki

Classic Linen

Heritage Gray

Slate

Charcoal

Cobalt

Spice

Brick

Umber

Pecan

Cabot Brown

Almond

Clay

Sage Green

Evergreen

Manor

Perfection Rustic Shingles ( Colors Available in Single 7" Only )

Harbor Gray

Meadow

Cinnamon

Nutmeg

Espresso

Printed colors may vary from actual siding color. Please make a final color selection from siding samples.

Show your own sense of style.
ABTCO, a world leader in vinyl
exteriors, has developed this
custom finish trim system to take
the beauty of your exteriors to the
next level. EverTrim™ decorative
trim adds that special detail to
your ABTCO siding, giving your
home the extra elegance that will
help it stand out from the rest.

Style and substance.
Give your home a remarkable
finishing touch. Emphasize
windows and highlight corners
for the look you’ve always
imagined. Thanks to ABTCO's
Lifetime limited warranty, you
can enjoy your home's unique
look for decades.

Beaded Soffit
The charm of
traditional wainscoting.

Vinyl Soffit
Selection of designer colors
is fully coordinated with KP
sidings, accessories and
trims.

Add a low-maintenance
finishing touch with
these rigid vinyl soffit
panels that combine the
beauty of real painted
wood with the strength
and durability of our
premium vinyl siding.
Our vinyl soffit gives your home a
finished look–and virtually eliminates
maintenance in those hard-to-reach
areas, like under the eaves and over
porches. We have many designs to
choose from in woodgrain or smooth
with a low-gloss finish. Vented panels
feature a full-width perforated design
that maximizes visual appeal while
providing essential attic ventilation.

L uxurious, finely textured
matte finish never needs
painting.

ABTCO Beaded Soffit beautifully combines the handcrafted look
and feel of traditional wainscot-style soffit and its characteristic
beaded wood with the practicality that comes with vinyl.
ABTCO offers 8" beaded soffit, available in both solid and
vented. The vented beaded has been designed to provide
ventilation where it maybe required yet the perforations remain
hidden to maintain the integrity of your home's exterior design.

Invisible vents optimize
airflow but the perforations
are hidden.

8" Beaded
Solid Brushed

8" Beaded Brushed
Invisible Vent

I-Span™ Soffit
Strength that goes
the extra mile.
For longer soffit expanses you need a soffit panel
that can span the distance without sagging. You
need I-Span™. With a 3/4” profile height, .046”
wall thickness and I-beam construction, I-Span
is designed for outstanding rigidity. A more
rigid soffit panel provides a flatter, straighter
appearance. In fact, I-Span resists sagging on
over hangs up to 48”.

D5 Vertical
Solid Woodgrain

D5 Vented
Woodgrain

T4 Basketweave
Brushed

T4 Solid
Brushed

•3
 /4” profile height and .046” wall thickness.
• Innovative KP I-beam construction for enhanced
rigidity to span distances of up to 48”.
• Intellivent™ invisible venting provides necessary
attic ventilation without calling attention to the soffit.

I-Span Soffit

I-Span Vented Soffit

Vinyl Skirting
For a clean and professional
look, ABTCO soffit panels also work
exceptionally well as foundation
surrounds and skirting for
manufactured housing or for porch
enclosures. Solid panels can be
interspersed with vented panels
to provide necessary air exchange
beneath the building.
• Sanitary and easy to clean.
• Insect and vermin resistant.
• Easy to install.
We carry all the necessary trim pieces and accessories for these and any
vinyl siding and soffit job. Our customer service personnel will be happy to
assist you in product selection and ordering procedures. We have
detailed installation instructions available also to help you and
your contractor get a good start on a professional-looking,
finished remodeling job.

Consider the effects of
color on your home.
We make choosing the colors for your home’s exterior one of the most exciting parts of
remodeling. It is a decision you will live with for many years to come, so it is worth
taking the time to carefully consider your choices before making your final color decision.
You can enter into the process with confidence, as our vinyl siding color palettes have been
designed with shades that are destined to be attractive for the life of your home.
Keep in mind that colors often look different under different kinds of light, so you may want to
take your favorite color chips outdoors to get a better idea of how they look. And since we offer so
many trims and accessories in contrasting colors, you may also want to compare your favorite
siding and roofing colors to your trim color choices. Explore color combinations and bring your
vision to life by using our Home Designer 2.0 on our website : www.abtco.com

Here’s some food for thought as you ponder your color
choices.
Complement your home’s architectural style.

The design can provide some direction for color. For example, a traditional Cape Cod home
may look best with a more subtle color combination, while a Victorian-style home may inspire
more dramatic color selections.

Consider the effect of lighter shades.

Your home may appear larger with the use of
lighter colors, and create an impression that
it’s closer to the front of the lot.

Don’t be afraid of darker colors.

The darker colors like khaki and clay can make
your home appear as though it is set farther back
on the lot. Darker colors will also tend to make a
home appear smaller–making a large home seem
less imposing. Be careful, as it can also make a
small home appear even smaller.

Accentuate important
architectural details.

If your home has complex angles, using
monochromatic color schemes (different
shades of the same color) helps bring
balance to the overall look.

Look for areas of visual interest.

Consider choosing trim in a color that
complements or subtly contrasts to add visual
interest to your home’s exterior. It can focus
attention on areas like entryways or porches.
16" Vented Skirting

16" Solid Skirting
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